
TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY

A club activity which was conducted on 09/07/2022 in an afternoon

session at 3rd floor Kalidasa Auditorium. The faculty coordinators

were professor Rupa Chatterjee Das and Sreedhar N. Department of

Management of studies under the guidance of HOD Shekhar H S and

the Principal Dr. K Rama Narasimha. The student coordinators were

Likithashree  ,Vijay , Thanusha , Kanchana,  Bhagya & Sanjay.

A fun hands on exercise session on Team Building was conducted in

the MBA Department by the HR CLUB team .

Team building is the process of strengthening bonds between

members of a group for the purpose of more efficiently achieving the

group's goals.

Activities that promote team building can be as informal and casual

as a shared meal, or as formally structured as a session led by a

facilitator.

Successful teams can be more productive than individual

contributors.

ACTIVITIES DETAIL AS FOLLOWS:

Students did different sets of activities .

Certain rules and regulations were given to students to follow up at

the time of activities.

Straw cutting and thread are there so they have to make a chain with

both the resources and concentrations needed.



They need to give an innovative name to their team with proper

meaning and need to design a logo as well so students' arts and

innovative ideas are necessary.

One topic has been given in the packet. They need to write a

paragraph about a topic So more general knowledge and writing

skills are required.

Paper cups and toothpicks are given to them so they need to

prepare innovative structures with both the resources so creativity

and an innovative mind is most required in this concept.

One pot, one acrylic colour, one paint brush were given to them.

They should make a beautiful design with creativity, next they need

to add soil and paint the same so most of the art, designing ,

patience and skills are needed .

We have provided 8 balloons. They have to prepare any character

within it . By using these things more creative minds, skills and

innovative ideas are required.

At the end participants will have to present their team name with the

meaning , logo and the written documents.

They had to complete 6 sets of activities within 1hr 15mins.We had

10 teams so each had to submit it on time. In each team we had 6

members.

As we did not allow any gadgets at the time of activity which was

held. They enjoyed and learnt accordingly from this session.

Later the beloved Principal and HOD sir had a conversation about the

activities which was conducted by are Prof Rupa mam & Prof.

Sreedhar sir ,HR CLUB members and with the participants who all

actively took part in the activity which was conducted. They had a

lot of fun entertainment . More creativity, ideas and innovations was

required  in this activity.




